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Challenges	

Underactua0on	
Control	over	a	limited	set	of	forces.	
							“To	pull	the	book,	we	have	to	push	on	it”	

Hybridness	of	contact	
Different	contact	modali5es	(s5ck,	slip,	separa5on).	
						“The	hand	contacts,	then	s7cks,	then	slides,	
							then	s7cks,	…	,	then	grasps”	

Ø  Horizon	

Ø  Combinatorial	



Challenges	

Locomo0on	
Everywhere,	all	the	5me.	

Underactua7on	and	Hybridness	
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Stance Phase

Aerial Phase

Stance Phase

Fig. 1: Human running gait adapted from Decker et al. [20]. The periodic nature of
human gait permits to use control strategies that rely on offline mode scheduling.

transition between two feedback controllers as the robot switches from a stance phase
to an aerial phase [19], as in Fig. 1.

For robotic manipulation tasks, the mode scheduling is often not set a priori and can
be challenging to predict. In such cases, we must rely on the controller to decide during
execution what interaction mode is most beneficial to the task. Figure 2 illustrates the
example of picking a book from a shelf. The hand interacts with the book in a complex
manner. It is difficult to say when fingers and palm stick or slide, but those transitions
not only happen, but are necessary to pick the book. Likely the hand initially sticks
to the book and drags it backwards exploiting friction. Then, the thumb and fingers
swiftly slide to regrasp the book. Finally, the book is retrieved from the shelf using a
stable grasp. For such manipulation tasks where the motion is not periodic, determining
a fixed mode sequencing strategy is not obvious and likely impractical. Errors during
execution will surely require that the mode sequencing be altered.

Fig. 2: Animation of a simple manipulation task that exploits multiple contact modali-
ties. First, the hand sticks to the book and drags it backwards exploiting friction. Second,
thumb and fingers slide to perform a regrasp maneuver. Finally, the book is retrieved
from the shelf using a stable grasp.

3.2 Underactuation

Underactuation is due to the fact that contact interactions can only transmit a limited
set of forces and torques to the object. As such, the controller must choose only among



Challenges	

Manipula0on	
Usually	looking	for	open	loop	(i.e.	implicit	feedback)	stable	solu5ons.	

Underactua7on	and	Hybridness	

[Lynch	and	Mason,	1996]	 [Brock’s	gang,	2016]	



Challenges	

Manipula0on	
What	about	closed-loop	(i.e.	explicit	feedback)?	

Underactua7on	and	Hybridness	
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Challenges	

Manipula0on	
Explicitly	considered	in	trajectory	op5miza5on	through	contact.	

Underactua7on	and	Hybridness	

ü  Either	off-line	or	on-line	with	smoothed-out	models.	
ü  Usually	inspired	by	locomo5on	solu5ons.	

[Kumar	et	al.,	2014]	



Challenges	

Manipula0on	
	

Underactua7on	and	Hybridness	

What	cons5tutes	a	good	feedback	controller	for	manipula5on?	
	
	
ü  Addresses	underactua5on	and	hybridness.	

ü  Allows	for	sliding	at	contact.	

ü  Cares	less	about	temporal	resolu5on.	
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swiftly slide to regrasp the book. Finally, the book is retrieved from the shelf using a
stable grasp. For such manipulation tasks where the motion is not periodic, determining
a fixed mode sequencing strategy is not obvious and likely impractical. Errors during
execution will surely require that the mode sequencing be altered.

Fig. 2: Animation of a simple manipulation task that exploits multiple contact modali-
ties. First, the hand sticks to the book and drags it backwards exploiting friction. Second,
thumb and fingers slide to perform a regrasp maneuver. Finally, the book is retrieved
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3.2 Underactuation

Underactuation is due to the fact that contact interactions can only transmit a limited
set of forces and torques to the object. As such, the controller must choose only among



Pusher-Slider	System	

Control	the	mo5on	of	a	sliding	object	using	a	single	fric5on	contact	point	

Simple	manipula7on	task	



Pusher-Slider	System	

“Simple”	Manipula0on	Problem	
Incorporates:	

5

the forces that can physically be realized. For example, the normal forces commanded
should be positive, as contact interactions can only “push” and cannot “pull.” In order to
achieve this, it is required to explicitly integrate the physical constraints associated with
contact interactions in the controller design. The principals and conditions that must
be considered include Coulomb’s frictional law, the non-penetrating condition, and the
principal of maximum dissipation [21]. These are further detailed in Section 4.2. A
second important consequence of underactuation is that the controller must be capable
of reasoning about future not just instantaneous actuation since the forces required to
drive the task in the direction of the goal might not be feasible at the current instant.
The controller must reason on a finite horizon.

4 PUSHER-SLIDER SYSTEM

In this article, we study the pusher-slider system, a simple nonprehensile manipulation
task where the goal is to control the motion of an object (slider) through a single fric-
tional contact point (pusher). The pusher-slider system is a useful test case dynamical
system for controller design where actuation arises from friction.

4.1 Dynamic Model
Consider the system in Fig. 3. The pose and the velocity of the sliding object are q
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Figure 3 shows the free-body diagram of the sliding object. The normal contact force
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Fig. 3: Free-body diagram of the sliding object (square) subject to the contact forces
arising from interaction with the robotic pusher (red circle).

magnitude c

n

is applied in the normal direction �!
n at the point of contact between

pusher and slider, and the tangential frictional force at that point is expressed as a linear
combination, as it is standard in LCP form [21]
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cn = Normal force along
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�1 = Frictional force along
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d 1

�2 = Frictional force along
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d = Relative position of pusher to slider

Underactua5on	
•  Only	push,	no	pull.	
•  Force	limited	to	fric5on	cone.	
	
	
Hybrid	Dynamics	
•  Modes:	S5ck,	Slide,	Separate.	
•  Available	forces	depend	on	mode.	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Line	following	
-  Model	Predic5ve	Control	approach.	
-  Minimize	error	over	finite	horizon.	
-  Enforce	constraints	on	control	inputs.		

Problem	Formula7on	

t t +∆t t +N∆t. . .

cn−→n

β1
−→
d 1

β2
−→
d 2



Pusher-Slider	System	

Possible	Solu0on	1	
Full	contact	mode	enumera5on	(naïve	approach)	

Problem	Formula7on	

9

defined in Eq. (4). The linearization of the motion equations about a nominal trajectory
leads to linear constraints, which are computationally tractable for real-time execution.
Additionally, depending on the contact mode at play at each iteration i of the prediction
finite horizon, the controller should enforce the extra constraints

if Mode(i) = Sticking:
n
˙

d

i

= 0,

(17)

if Mode(i) = Sliding up:
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if Mode(i) = Sliding down:
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where the term Mode(i) denotes the contact mode of interaction at the i

th step of the
prediction horizon. Constraints in Eqs. (17),(18), and (19) depend on the contact mode,
which complicates the search for optimal and feasible control inputs. Contact modes
and control inputs must be chosen simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig. 4, this problem
takes the form of a tree of optimization programs with 3

N possible contact schedules,
each yielding a convex optimization program, which is too computationally expensive
to solve online.

...

. . .

n = 0

n = 1

n = 2

n = N

Sticking

Sliding up

Sliding down

Fig. 4: Tree of optimization programs. Scales exponentially due to contact hybridness.

In the rest of this section, we will present two reformulations of the problem that do
not require solving for the full combinatorial problem in Fig. 4 and avoid the original
non-convex nature of the problem.

5.1 Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program

The combinatorial hybrid nature of the pusher-slider dynamics can be modeled by
adding integer decision variables into the optimization program, as is commonly done in
Mixed-Integer programming. The resulting Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program (MIQP)
can be solved rather efficiently using numerical tools, such as Gurobi [23]. In the case of

ü  Tree	of	op5miza5on	programs.		
ü  Scales	exponen5ally	due	to	contact	hybridness.	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Possible	Solu0on	2	
Complementarity	formula5ons	of	contact	

ü  Standard	in	simula5on	and	trajectory	planning.	
ü  Avoids	combinatorial	nature.	
ü  Non-convex	constraints,	and	5me	consuming.	

Problem	Formula7on	

...

n = 0

n = 1

n = 2

n = N

: Complementarity constraint



Pusher-Slider	System	

Possible	Solu0on	3	
Mixed-Integer	Programming	

Problem	Formula7on	

ü  Efficient	algorithm	to	prune	the	tree	of	solu5ons.	
ü  Greatly	reduced	computa5onal	5me.	
ü  S5ll	combinatorial	form,	does	not	scale	well.	

...

. . .



Pusher-Slider	System	

Possible	Solu0on	4	
Family	of	Modes	

Problem	Formula7on	

ü  Predefine	primi5ve	hybrid	behaviors	(each	like	a	smooth	controller).	
ü  Eliminates	combinatorial	form.	
ü  Only	approximate.	
ü  Need	to	determine	off-line	primi5ve	behaviors.	

...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

3N → 9



Pusher-Slider	System	

Possible	Solu0on	4	
Example	of	a	possible	primi5ve	mode	in	the	family	

Problem	Formula7on	

ü  We	fix	the	sequence	of	mode	transi5ons.	
ü  Op5miza5on	determines	controls	during	each	of	those.	
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Fig. 5: Example of optimal mode schedule for the pusher-slider system converging to a
straight horizontal trajectory.

mode schedules that spans a “significant” set of dynamic behaviors. For simple prob-
lems, physical intuition is sufficient to chose a useful family of mode sequences. For
the pusher-slider system, one could consider a family of three mode sequences.

Example: Family of Modes for the pusher slider system

M1: the pusher slides up relative to the object followed by a sticking phase,
M2: the pusher slides down relative to the object followed by a sticking phase,
M3: the pusher sticks to the object for the full length of the prediction horizon.

Even though this family of mode sequences only contains a very small fraction of all
the possible contact mode combinations in the tree in Fig. 4, it spans a very large set
of dynamic behaviors between the pusher and the slider. Part of the reason is that the
controller will re-optimize the selection of optimal modes in real-time. Solving Eq.
(15) for each mode schedule leads to the finite horizon costs J1, . . ., J

m

. Given that all
possible contact modes are predetermined, all combinatorial aspects disappear, and each
mode schedule in the family leads to a computationally solvable quadratic problem. The
controller then chooses the optimal among the “m” mode schedules. The control input
is selected at each time step by choosing the first element of the sequence of control
inputs as u = u?

0 +

¯u0, where the term ¯u0 is obtained from the optimization program
with minimum cost and u? denotes the nominal control input.

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

We apply the controller in Section 5 to the problem of tracking a moving target position.
The objective is to control the motion of the robotic pusher such that the sliding object
reaches a target (x

b

, y
b

). At each instant, we define an intermediate reference frame F
b

where the unit vector ˆb
x

points from the center of mass of the sliding object to the target
position. The components of the unit vector ˆb

x
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a
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Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	line	
Family	of	Modes	in	ac5on	(9	modes	–	50Hz)	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	line	
Family	of	Modes	in	ac5on	(9	modes	–	50Hz)	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	line	
Family	of	Modes	in	ac5on	(9	modes	–	50Hz	–	30%	noise	in	coeff.	fric5on)	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	line	
Family	of	Modes	in	ac5on	(9	modes	–	50Hz	–	5mm	noise	in	observa5ons)	



Real	Experiments	
Does	it	work?	



Real	Experiments	
Line	following	with	feedback	



Real	Experiments	
External	Perturba7ons	



Real	Experiments	
External	Perturba7ons		1/8	X	



Real	Experiments	
External	Perturba7ons	



Real	Experiments	
External	Perturba7ons		1/8	X	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	target	
Family	of	Modes	in	ac5on	(3	modes	–	50Hz)	



Pusher-Slider	System	

Example:	Follow	a	target	
Family	of	Modes	vs.	Mixed-Integer	Programming	

Mixed-Integer	Programming	(0.7s)	 Family	of	Modes	(0.02s)	

Almost	iden5cal	behavior		à		Key	for	Manipula5on.	



Real	Experiments	
Point	tracking	



Applica7on	to	Extrinsic	Dexterity	
Future	Work	



ü  Pusher-Slider	closed-loop	control	
with	single	contact.	

ü  Robust	to	perturba5ons	in		
dynamics	and	observa5ons.	

ü  Idea:	Family	of	primi5ve	controllers		
for	manipula5on.	

	

[Hogan	and	Rodriguez,	“Feedback	Control	of	the	Slider-Pusher	System:		
A	Story	of	Hybrid	and	Underactuated	Contact	Dynamics”,	WAFR	2016]	

MCube	
Lab	

Prehensile	Pushing	
Challenges	

Summary	


